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(From Dave J)

Today, I was speaking to ... a Dirt Devils club member about some stuff and he mentioned 
he bought a Kenwood TM-D710G dual bander HAM radio thanks to James. I mentioned we 
have a club download with all the common repeaters and frequencies our club tends to use 
the most… I also mentioned I had repeaters that cover the Rubicon Trail that Nick the 
owner at Black Sheep Offroad in Georgetown monitors so if someone breaks down on the 
Rubicon Trail and a has a HAM tuned to the Rubicon frequency he can assist getting your rig 
repaired and off the trail.

I decided to update the club download and added several repeaters which should cover AZ 
(highways 10 and 8 out to Phoenix) I-15 through to Vegas, Hwy 395 north to Reno (including 
Tahoe, Truckee and the Rubicon Trail) as well as the high desert and repeaters in the San 
Bernardino mountains. There is also the APRS frequency ready for all you Kenwood 710 
owners, as well as Clara, Keller and Fred repeaters which the club tends to use when 
traveling in the metro LA/OC/Riverside/SB/SD areas.

I’ve updated the downloads for both the Kenwood TM-D710G and the Yaesu FT-60R. So if 
you have one of these radios and the appropriate RT Systems software and cable, you can 
update your HAM with this download. For those of you that have a Yaesu FT-60R and no RT 
Systems software, I’ll try to bring my tablet and cloning cable so I can update your handi-
talkie at the next DD club meeting.

Hope you enjoy the downloads. There’s a lot of great repeaters including the AZ highways 
and the Rubicon repeaters on spreadsheet lines 65, 66 and 67.

Enjoy…

Attachments_20151111.zip

http://dirtdevils.org/radios/Attachments_20151111.zip
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